Crestron Zūm Receives EdisonReport’s Top 10 MUST SEE Award

NASHVILLE, TN. May 9, 2017—Each Spring the EdisonReport evaluates products from all Tier 1, most Tier II, and some Tier III companies and choses the Top 10 MUST SEE products. This year, EdisonReport has chosen the Crestron Zūm as a Top 10 MUST SEE product.

Zūm is a simple wireless lighting control system. Each device is thoughtfully engineered to work together seamlessly. Setup is as easy as “pair and play” with a tap of the dimmer or keypad, or from the iPhone® or Android™ app. Even better, Zūm is affordable and highly scalable. Start with one space, or several. Even add centralized network management.

All the essential “building block” devices (wireless dimmers, switches, sensors, etc.) needed for dimming and automation are thoughtfully engineered to work together wirelessly. Setup only requires a few taps on a keypad, dimmer, or mobile app. Scaling from standalone systems to centralized building-wide control and network management is literally a snap. The Zūm Network Bridge simply snaps onto the Zūm Load Controller to add remote setup, daylighting, time clock scheduling, temporary overrides, and other advanced capabilities.

EdisonReport’s 2017 Judgers were Dan Blitzer, LC, FIES, Principal of The Practical Lighting Workshop, LLC, Jay Goodman, Founder of LumenOptix and Principal of Goodman and Co., Peter Jacobson, Lighting Specialist at Con Edison, Lana Lenar, Principal at zeroLUX lighting design, and Randy Reid, Editor of the EdisonReport.
The Crestron Zūm can be seen at LIGHTFAIR, May 9\textsuperscript{th} thru May 11\textsuperscript{th}, in Philadelphia at booth 515.

**About EdisonReport’s Top 10 MUST SEE Products**

With so many new products every spring, EdisonReport has traditionally highlighted what we believe are the "Top 10 MUST SEE" products. By being online and real-time, EdisonReport is able to evaluate products days before the start of the show as opposed to most award programs that require submittals up to three months prior. Our team of judges considers products that may not have been ready for submittal earlier in the year.

In addition, at the end of the year, EdisonReport announces the LightTrades™ Awards, which list the ten best products introduced throughout the year at all trade shows.